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Abstract

Cirrus clouds have a net warming effect on the atmosphere and cover about 30% of the
Earth’s area. Aerosol particles initiate ice formation in the upper troposphere through
modes of action that include homogeneous freezing of solution droplets, heteroge-
neous nucleation on solid particles immersed in a solution, and deposition nucleation5

of vapor onto solid particles. Here, we examine the possible change in ice number con-
centration from anthropogenic soot originating from surface sources of fossil fuel and
biomass burning, from anthropogenic sulfate aerosols, and from aircraft that deposit
their aerosols directly in the upper troposphere. We find that fossil fuel and biomass
burning soot aerosols exert a radiative forcing of −0.68 to 0.01 Wm−2 while anthro-10

pogenic sulfate aerosols exert a forcing of −0.01 to 0.18 Wm−2. Our calculations show
that the sign of the forcing by aircraft soot depends on the model configuration and
can be both positive or negative, ranging from −0.16 to 0.02 Wm−2. The magnitude of
the forcing in cirrus clouds can be comparable to the forcing exerted by anthropogenic
aerosols on warm clouds, but this forcing has not been included in past assessments15

of the total anthropogenic radiative forcing of climate.

1 Introduction

Cirrus clouds play an important role in climate. They trap of outgoing longwave radia-
tion emitted by the Earth and atmosphere (a positive radiative effect) but this is partly
compensated by their reflection of incoming solar radiation (negative radiative effect).20

The particles that initiate ice formation include externally mixed sulfate aerosols, which
may form haze particles and homogeneously freeze if temperatures are less than 235 K
and supersaturations are greater than 145% with respect to ice (Koop et al., 1998).
Laboratory studies of cirrus ice formation that relate ice nucleation to aerosol proper-
ties show that heterogeneous ice nucleation on mineral dust (e.g., Zuberi et al., 2002;25

Hung et al., 2003; Archuleta et al., 2005; Field et al., 2006; Möhler et al., 2006; Salam
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et al., 2006), and on soot (or black carbon, BC) particles (DeMott, 1990; DeMott et al.,
1999; Gorbunov et al., 2001; Möhler et al., 2005) requires lower relative humidity over
ice (RHi ) than homogeneous freezing on sulfate, while coating soot with sulfate can
increase the nucleation thresholds to an ice saturation ratio of about 1.3 at 230 K to
1.5 at 185 K (Möhler et al., 2005). DeMott (2007) reported laboratory experiments with5

aircraft soot and aerosols produced from biomass burning which showed that aircraft
and biomass soot particles required RHi of close to 155% near −55◦C. Thus, these
soot particles did not nucleate ice any easier than does sulfate aerosol when it freezes
homogeneously. These conflicting results regarding the ability of soot to act as an ice
nuclei (IN) make evaluation of the possible effects of aircraft soot or surface sources of10

soot on cirrus clouds highly uncertain. We explore these possibilities below.
Both sulfate aerosols and soot particles have increased as a result of fossil fuel use,

biomass burning, and aircraft. Therefore, there is the possibility that these increases
may change ice number concentrations. The associated change in the effective radius
of the ice crystals may lead to a change in the radiative impact of cirrus clouds. Here,15

we evaluate this possibility using a global model simulation of aerosol concentrations
and off-line calculations of the effect of increases in particle concentrations on cirrus
ice number concentration and radiative forcing.

If homogenous freezing of solution droplets is the dominant formation pathway for
cold cirrus, then the number of ice crystals formed is expected to depend on the local20

updraft velocity and temperature, but is relatively insensitive to the number of aerosol
particles (Notholt et al., 2005). This is because the number of soluble particles is
not the limiting factor that determines the number of cirrus ice crystals (Kärcher and
Lohmann, 2002). When heterogeneous nucleation is dominant, an increase in ice
nuclei can increase the concentration of ice crystals formed. A pronounced indirect25

effect of aerosols on ice crystals is also possible when these two types of freezing
aerosol particles compete during cloud formation. Adding efficient heterogeneous ice
nuclei to a region where ice crystals form primarily through homogeneous freezing can
lead to a marked suppression of the relative humidity with respect to ice (RHi ) and can
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thereby reduce ice crystal number densities. The magnitude of this effect depends on
the updraft velocity, temperature, and the number and freezing properties of the ice
nuclei (Jensen and Toon, 1994).

The importance of heterogeneous IN in cirrus cloud formation is unknown. Heyms-
field and Miloshevich (1993) and Jensen and Toon (1994) concluded that homoge-5

neous nucleation of supercooled drops was responsible for the occurrence of ice, and
that aerosol number concentrations do not significantly affect cirrus ice crystal num-
ber and size. However, DeMott et al. (1994, 1997) argued that even a small number
of heterogeneous ice nuclei would lower the maximum relative humidity within the cloud
parcel, so that a change in the number of aerosol particles acting as heterogeneous IN10

could have a large impact on cirrus ice crystal number concentrations. It seems likely,
based on the analysis of the Interhemispheric Differences in Cirrus Properties From
Anthropogenic Emissions (INCA) measurements of RHi , which show less frequent ob-
servation of RHi above about 130% outside of clouds in the Northern Hemisphere
compared to the Southern Hemisphere, that a heterogeneous freezing mode occurs at15

least in some Northern midlatitude cirrus clouds (Haag et al., 2003). Heterogeneous
IN have a nonlinear impact on the cirrus occurrence, optical extinction, and the fraction
of clouds that are subvisible, due to the competition between the homogeneous and
heterogeneous nucleation mechanisms (Haag and Kärcher, 2004).

Previously, Hendricks et al. (2005) examined the possible effects of soot from aircraft20

on ice crystal number concentrations. Here, we use two recently developed physically-
based ice nucleation parameterizations (Liu and Penner, 2005; Kärcher et al., 2006)
that account for the competition between homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation
to determine the ice nuclei concentrations associated with anthropogenic aerosols.
We use aerosol concentrations estimated from the University of Michigan version of25

the LLNL Chemical Transport Model (CTM) IMPACT (Liu et al., 2005) that has been
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coupled to the NCAR CAM3 model (Wang et al., 20081) together with fixed, off-line me-
teorological fields from the CAM3 NCAR general circulation model (Collins et al., 2004,
2006) to calculate ice crystal number concentrations (Ni ) in cirrus clouds and the radia-
tive impact of anthropogenic aerosols on cirrus clouds. Our estimate is similar to the
so-called Twomey effect of aerosols on warm clouds, since the subsequent effects of5

aerosols on the sedimentation of ice crystals are not allowed to change the occurrence
of ice nor is the ability of ice nuclei to form additional cirrus accounted for (Liu et al.,
2007, 20082; Haag and Kärcher, 2004). We performed a set of model experiments in
which different emissions of aerosols and aerosol precursors are used (Table 1). The
first simulation uses pre-industrial (≈1870) emissions of aerosol particles and aerosol10

precursors. These include natural (Kettle and Andreae, 2000; Andres and Kasgnoc,
1998) and anthropogenic (Smith et al., 2001, 2004) emissions of sulfur and soot from
surface sources of biomass burning and fossil fuels (Ito and Penner, 2005), natural
organic matter emissions based on a 9% conversion rate of the terpene carbon emis-
sions from Guenther et al. (2001) to organic matter (Penner et al., 2001), dust particles15

for the year 2000 (Ginoux, private communication, 2004) generated using the algorithm
of Ginoux et al. (2001), and sea salt emissions generated internally in the model using
the method of Gong et al. (1997). The second uses natural and anthropogenic par-
ticle and precursor emissions from the present day (≈2000) for anthropogenic sulfur,
anthropogenic soot from surface sources, and aircraft-generated soot. Then specific20

source types (soot from aircraft and from surface sources, and anthropogenic sulfate)
are individually removed to examine their separate impacts on clouds and radiative
forcing.

1Wang, M., Penner, J. E., and Liu, X.: The coupled IMPACT aerosol and NCAR CAM3
climate model: evaluation of aerosol fields and uncertainties associated with the simulation of
predicted aerosol number and size distribution, J. Geophys. Res., submitted, 2008.

2Liu, X., Penner, J. E., and Wang, M.: Influence of anthropogenic sulfate and black carbon
on upper tropospheric clouds using the NCAR CAM3 coupled with a global aerosol model, J.
Geophys. Res., submitted, 2008.
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Section 2 describes the predicted aerosol concentrations in comparison with obser-
vations while Sect. 3 describes the methods used to calculate ice number concentra-
tions and radiative effects. Section 4 reports our main results and Sect. 5 provides a
discussion and our conclusions.

2 Predicted aerosol concentrations5

The IMPACT aerosol model predicts the mass and number concentrations of pure
(externally mixed) sulfate aerosol in the upper troposphere that result from the bi-
nary nucleation of sulfuric acid gas (H2SO4(g)) with H2O in either three separate
modes: r<0.005µm, 0.005 to 0.05µm, and r>0.05µm, or two modes: r<0.05µm and
r>0.05µm (Wang et al., 2008). The mass concentrations of the other aerosols (which10

are mixed with sulfate that have either coagulated with pure sulfate particles or have
had sulfate gas condensed onto their surface) were converted to number concentra-
tions by assuming they were externally mixed and had the log-normal size distributions
given in Table 2. In addition, we consider a calculation in which only mass concen-
trations of sulfate are predicted and number concentrations are determined by an as-15

sumed (externally mixed) size distribution. Table 3 compares our predicted present
day aerosol number concentrations in different size ranges with upper tropospheric
measurements from the INCA campaign (Minikin et al., 2003) and from Clarke and
Kapustin (2002). Ultrafine particles are underpredicted in both the 3-mode and mass-
only versions of the model, but are not expected to be activated to ice particles. These20

particles rapidly coagulate with both Aitken mode particles and accumulation mode
particles so that the average concentrations from the model would not be expected to
reproduce the largest numbers sometimes observed. The Aitken mode particle number
concentrations from the 3-mode version of model simulation are a factor of two higher
than the median observations in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) INCA campaign, but25

are in good agreement with the Northern Hemisphere (NH) data and that from Clarke
and Kapustin (2002), while accumulation mode particle concentrations are a factor of
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three higher than observed in the INCA campaign. To test the impact of a different
representation of accumulation mode particles, we also include a calculation from the
mass-only version of the IMPACT model, in which the predicted accumulation mode
particle number concentrations are still high but in better agreement with the obser-
vations, while Aitken mode number concentrations are in reasonable agreement with5

the observations from the INCA campaign, but are smaller than the Clarke and Ka-
pustin (2002) observations (see Table 3b). We note that Aitken mode particle number
concentrations dominated the number density of ice crystal residuals in INCA (Siefert
et al., 2003).

Observations of ambient refractory particles (soot, dust and sea salt) are of order10

12–450 cm−3 at STP in the upper troposphere (see Table 3), while modeled concentra-
tions are only of order 1–40 cm−3. BC mass concentrations in the upper troposphere
have been reported by Blake and Kato (1995), but the uncertainties associated with
these wire impactor measurements are very large (Strawa et al., 1999), and thus pre-
clude detailed comparisons. Comparison of our calculated BC mass concentrations15

with observations by Schwarz et al. (2006) indicates that our average BC mass con-
centrations are about 3 times higher than the observations (Wang et al., 2008). Hence
we are reasonably confident that the underprediction of refractory particle number is
not caused by an underprediction of soot in the upper troposphere. If the observed
refractory particle concentrations are associated with dust particles, the coagulation of20

soot with dust might remove soot ice nuclei on a time scale of about 10 days. We ignore
this loss, since the lifetime for soot from aircraft indicates that the upper tropospheric
soot aerosol lifetime is of order 6.5 days which approximately matches the turnover
time from observations (Bertram et al., 2007).

Sulfur emitted by aircraft may be of order 400µg/g of fuel, at least 40 times larger25

than typical aircraft soot emission rates. However, only a small fraction of this forms
sulfate aerosols within the aircraft plume (Petzold et al., 2003; Katragkou et al., 2004),
and even if the sulfate number concentrations are 10 times those of the aircraft soot
concentrations (which are of order 1 cm−3), they are far smaller than the number con-
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centrations of sulfate aerosols from other sources. Thus, we neglect their impact here.
We also note that not all refractory particles would be expected to act as ice nuclei.

For example, DeMott et al. (2003) and Richardson et al. (2007) report IN concentra-
tions of <0.01 cm−3 at STP or of order <0.003 cm−3 at ambient conditions at cirrus
temperatures in November 2001 as well as in April and May 2004 in the free tropo-5

sphere over the Western US, indicating that not all refractory particles can act as ice
nuclei (if those measured during the INCA campaign are also typical for the Western
US). This is consistent with the report by Seifert et al. (2003) that scavenging ratios (the
fraction of ambient particles included in crystals) were <1% in the INCA campaign. If
the IN concentrations measured by DeMott et al. (2003) and Richardson et al. (2007)10

represent 1% of the total refractory particles then the refractory particle concentration
would be of order 1 cm−3, which is in reasonable agreement with our refractory particle
number concentration. Nevertheless, we examine the sensitivity of our predicted soot
forcing to changes in dust concentrations below.

3 Methods used to calculate ice crystal number concentration and radiative15

effects

To calculate impacts on ice crystal number concentrations, we ran the coupled IM-
PACT/CAM model for 5 years and used the monthly average concentrations averaged
over the last 3 years for calculations of Ni and the radiative forcing due to anthro-
pogenic aerosols. The method follows that described by Chen and Penner (2005) with20

meteorological fields derived from the CAM model.
The aerosol concentrations are used together with the IN parameterizations of

Kärcher et al. (2006; hereafter KL) and Liu and Penner (2005; hereafter LP) to derive
the ice crystal number concentration and effective radius, and the CAM radiative trans-
fer model is used to calculate the difference in the top of the atmosphere (TOA) radiative25

flux for different cases. The KL parameterization requires a cloud parcel model simu-
lation using the chosen updraft velocity to determine the maximum RHi . We ran the
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parcel model starting with 100% RHi within cloud for the initial condition and tracked
the rising parcel for 30 min (or until a maximum RH is reached, whichever is first) to
determine ice nucleation. In the original description of the LP parameterization, homo-
geneous nucleation only occurs if the relative humidity reaches a critical value (defined
by Eq. 3.1 in LP). Because the predicted RHi that accounts for the supersaturations5

developed within a rising parcel is not available for the LP parameterization in these
offline simulations, we modified the parameterization to distinguish the occurrence of
homogeneous nucleation based only on temperature. Thus, if T>Tcrit het (where Tcrit het
is given by Eq. 4.5 in LP) we applied heterogeneous nucleation only. If T<Tcrit het−5 we
applied homogeneous nucleation only. In between the two critical temperatures a lin-10

ear combination of the heterogeneous and homogeneous ice number concentrations
is calculated. The RHi calculated in the KL parameterization was used to calculate Ni
from deposition nucleation. This expedient choice does not cause large differences in
the calculated Ni in the LP parameterization from that if the appropriate choice of RHi
were selected and provides a first-order measure of the indirect effect due to anthro-15

pogenic sulfate, anthropogenic soot from surface sources, and aircraft-generated soot.
Soot aerosol activates at about 130% RHi in the LP parameterization and at 140% RHi
in the KL parameterization. We also derived ice number concentrations with a modified
version of the KL parameterization (KLm) in which the ice nucleation properties of soot
aerosols were assumed to be similar to those of sulfate, which corresponds to recent20

laboratory data reported by DeMott (2007).
Cirrus clouds form in-situ from large-scale uplift of air parcels and as the result of

anvil detrainment from convective clouds, with only about 50% of the cirrus formed
by large scale uplift (Mace et al., 2006; Luo and Rossow, 2004). The ice nucleation
parameterizations used here apply to cirrus formed in situ in updrafts with velocities25

< about 1–2 m s−1 and thus are not appropriate for clouds formed in convective uplift.
We saved two sets of large-scale cloud fields from the CAM model. In the first, anvil
detrainment was turned off and cirrus was formed only through large-scale uplift. In
the second, both anvil cirrus and cirrus from large-scale uplift were saved. The cirrus
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cloud fraction (cloud fraction for T<−35◦C) from the first simulation was 21% on a
global annual average basis while that from the second was 26%. If the cloud fraction
produced by large-scale uplift should be only 13% (50% of the total 26%), then the
calculated radiative forcing estimated here may be too large by of order 50%. Further
work is needed to adequately quantify this overestimate, but the present study shows5

the possible magnitude of cirrus effects.
Meteorological data needed for the parameterizations and radiative calculations (i.e.

temperature, cloud fraction, and ice and liquid water content) were saved from the
instantaneous fields of the CAM runs every 6 h. The sub-grid scale variation of RHi was
calculated using the method outlined in Kärcher et al. (2006) assuming that small-scale10

variations of the updraft velocity (w) were associated with gravity waves (Haag and
Kärcher, 2004). We assume the sub-grid scale variation of w has a normal probability
distribution based on measurements taken during the INCA campaign (Kärcher and
Ström, 2003), with a standard deviation of 0.33 m s−1. We also set the minimum updraft
velocity for each grid by only using the highest fraction of velocities corresponding to15

the cloud fraction in the grid:

wmax∫
wmin

n(w)dw = CF

where n(w) is the probability of occurrence of a given value of w. When the updraft
velocity is larger than this minimum value, we assume the calculated Ni represents the
in-cloud value. However sensitivity tests show that the calculated ice number concen-20

tration is not very sensitive to this lower limit. wmax was set to 0.5 m s−1, corresponding
to values typically observed in cirrus clouds formed by large-scale uplift (Gayet et al.,
2006), but the forcing associated with a sensitivity study, in which wmax was set to
2 m s−1 and wmin is set to 0 is also reported.

In order to calculate the effective radius of ice crystals, we assume there is a rela-25

tionship between effective radius (re) and the equivalent sphere volume mean radius
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(rv ): r3
v=kr

3
e . Based on the definition of re and the ice crystal size distribution for re

given in Wyser (1998), a parameterization for the value of k as a function of tempera-
ture (T,◦K) and ice water content IWC, gm−3) can be derived: k=exp(a+b(T−240)+c
ln IWC), in which a=−3.15393; b=−0.03387 when T≤240 ◦K and b=0 when T>240◦K;
c=−0.14738 when IWC≤1 g m−3 and c=0 when IWC>1 gm−3. Since we are only con-5

sidering aerosol effects on cirrus clouds, we do not apply the parameterization in clouds
with temperatures above −35◦C. For warmer clouds, we assume a fixed effective ra-
dius: 11.8µm over ocean and 8.5µm over land (Han et al., 1994).

Changes in the effective radius of cirrus clouds impact both the shortwave and long-
wave radiation. In the shortwave radiation package, Raleigh scattering, absorption10

by ozone, water vapor and other absorptive gases, and aerosol and cloud scattering
and extinction are considered (Briegleb, 1992; Collins et al., 1998, 2001). The optical
depth, single scattering albedo, and asymmetry factor for ice clouds, are parameterized
as a function of ice cloud effective radius (Ebert and Curry, 1992). The longwave radi-
ation package is based on the absorptivity/emissivity formulation of Ramanathan and15

Downey (1986) and includes absorption by CO2, H2O and other greenhouse gases, as
well as absorption by clouds. The cloud overlap scheme used is the maximum-random
overlap scheme (Collins et al., 2006), i.e., continuous cloud layers are assumed to be
maximally overlapped, while discontinuous cloud layers are randomly overlapped.

4 Results20

Figure 1 shows the zonal average concentrations of in-cloud Ni predicted for the
present day. These ice number concentrations can be compared to those taken dur-
ing the INCA campaign (Gayet et al., 2006). Although ice shattering on inlet probes
frequently leads to overestimates of number concentrations (McFarquhar, et al., 2007),
this problem does not appear to have greatly compromised the INCA measurements25

since most ice crystal measurements did not include any crystals larger than 500µm
(Gayet et al., 2002). Any overestimate is probably less than a factor of two (Field et
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al., 2006; J.-F. Gayet, personal communication, 2008). Median ice number concentra-
tions in the NH and SH, near the INCA campaign (i.e. over 50◦ N∼60◦ N, 10◦ W∼5◦ E,
200–400 hPa in the NH and 60◦ S∼50◦ S, 85◦ W∼75◦ W, 200–400 hPa in the SH), are
of order 1.7–2.0 cm−3, and 0.2 cm−3, respectively, for the LP and KL parameterizations
(with the higher NH estimate for the KL parameterization), while median (and the 255

and 75 percentile) number concentrations observed during the INCA experiment were
2.2 (0.84 to 4.74) and 1.4 (0.58 to 3.01) cm−3, respectively (Gayet et al., 2004). The
NH results agree well with the INCA measurements, but the SH predicted Ni are a
factor of 10 less. However, as shown in Fig. 1 our predicted Ni for the SH would be
much closer to the observations if we had limited our model sampling to altitudes higher10

than 300 hPa. Ice number concentrations are larger than 20 cm−3over much of the up-
per troposphere near 200 hPa using the modified treatment of soot nucleation (KLm),
wherein soot does not nucleate at RHi below that of sulfate. It also produces higher
ice concentrations in the SH than those in the NH, a finding that is not representative
of the data. This occurs because of the generally lower temperatures in the SH which15

allows RHi to be much higher causing nucleation of more small particles there. As a
result, this parameterization is not considered in the following.

Figure 2 shows the latitudinal average in-cloud Ni at three different levels for the KL
and LP parameterizations for the present day (PD) and pre-industrial (PI) simulations,
along with those for simulations where the emissions of anthropogenic aerosols (sul-20

fate: PD-anthSO4, surface sources of soot: PD-sBC, and aircraft soot: PD-aBC) were
individually removed from the present day emissions. Ice concentrations are decreased
at all latitudes as a result of present day anthropogenic emissions at 140 and 190 hPa,
but are increased at 270 hPa over Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes. The individual
perturbations are generally of the same sign though of different magnitudes in the KL25

and LP parameterizations. Predicted ice concentrations without anthropogenic sulfate
emissions are nearly identical to the present day concentrations, though there are small
differences in high altitude tropical regions. Aircraft soot emissions decrease ice num-
ber concentrations at all latitudes in the KL parameterization except at Northern Hemi-
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sphere midlatitudes where they cause increases at 190 and 270 hPa. Surface soot
emissions cause similar changes in Ni but the increases at 190 hPa and 270 hPa occur
over most of the NH and there are also increases near 30◦ in the SH at 270 hPa. In
the PD simulation with the LP parameterization, increases occur as a result of surface
soot emissions to 45◦ S at the 270 hPa level. The ice number concentration decreases5

are similar, but somewhat larger (and increases are smaller) for the KL parameteriza-
tion than for the LP parameterization, as expected since the soot activates at lower
supersaturations in the LP parameterization.

Anthropogenic aerosols cause a decrease in Ni at the highest altitudes (above about
200 hPa) which reaches of order 10 cm−3 at high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere10

and this decrease is mainly associated with aircraft soot. These regions have the low-
est temperatures. The variance of w which is related to gravity wave fluctuations (Haag
and Karcher, 2004) causes high values of RHi in these regions so that homogeneous
nucleation, which requires RHi of order 160%, dominates the nucleation and the devel-
opment of ice crystal number concentrations in the pre-industrial atmosphere. There-15

fore, the addition of heterogeneous nuclei to the pre-industrial atmosphere causes a
decrease in average ice number concentrations. At lower altitudes, near the northern
midlatitudes, heterogeneous ice nuclei are important to the formation of ice crystals
even in the pre-industrial atmosphere, so that the addition of soot from present day
sources causes an increase in average ice number concentration. By comparing the20

present day concentrations with the present day minus surface soot calculation or the
present day minus aircraft soot calculation, one can see that the effect of surface soot
is slightly larger than that of aircraft soot at 30–60◦ N and 270 hPa, but that the effect of
aircraft soot is larger than surface soot at 190 hPa, the level where most aircraft soot is
emitted.25

Figure 3 shows the calculated probability density function for ice crystal number
concentrations over the NH and SH for all simulations using the KL parameterization.
These plots were developed from the average ice crystal numbers predicted from the
velocity probability distribution. The probability of having ice crystal number concen-
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trations near and above 10 cm−3 is systematically decreased in the present day sim-
ulations compared to the pre-industrial atmosphere, and the probability of occurrence
of these high concentrations is similar to the present day occurrence with only sulfate,
surface soot or aircraft soot removed from present day emissions. However, in re-
gions where ice crystal number concentrations are of order 1–10 cm−3 the probability5

of occurrence is increased in the present day simulation compared to the pre-industrial
simulation in the NH but decreased in the SH. The probability of occurrence of ice num-
ber concentrations less than 1 cm−3 is again systematically reduced in the present day
simulation compared to the pre-industrial simulation in the NH, but is increased in the
SH with the addition of anthropogenic aerosols. The cause of the changes in PD and10

PI probability of occurrence can be analyzed by examining the difference in the prob-
ability of occurrence between present day aerosols and the probability of occurrence
with only sulfate, surface soot or aircraft soot removed from present day emissions.
Removal of aircraft soot shifts the probability distribution to lower concentrations in the
NH, but has little effect in the SH. Removal of surface soot has an effect similar to that15

of aircraft soot in the NH, and a somewhat smaller effect in the SH. Removal of an-
thropogenic sulfate aerosol has almost no effect on the probability of occurrence of ice
crystal number concentration compared to the PD simulation.

These changes in Ni due to present day aerosols affect both the shortwave (SW)
and longwave (LW) radiation. As noted in Fig. 2, at most NH high latitude regions at20

lower altitudes, Ni increases when anthropogenic emissions are added to the PI emis-
sions, although there are decreases above 200 hPa. These increases at lower altitudes
dominate the change in the TOA SW forcing, which is generally negative north of 30◦N
latitude in both the KL and LP parameterizations (Fig. 4). Correspondingly, the TOA
LW forcing is positive north of 30◦ N latitude. In the tropics the SW forcing is positive25

in both the LP and KL parameterizations. This is because the ice number concen-
trations decrease in the present day simulations at most altitudes (Fig. 2). Moreover,
the high incident solar radiation causes large changes in the SW flux even for a small
perturbation to Ni . South of 30 to 40◦ S the SW forcing is either small and positive
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(KL) or small and negative (LP). The LP parameterization has more instances where
the pre-industrial atmosphere is dominated by heterogeneous nucleation than that in
the KL parameterization because of the lower threshold RHi for heterogeneous IN, so
that adding anthropogenic aerosols can increase Ni . The sensitivity of the LW flux to
small changes in Ni is largely due to the large difference between the cloud tempera-5

ture and surface temperature. The net forcing is mainly determined by the LW forcing
at all latitudes, due to the high altitude of cirrus occurrence and their cold tempera-
tures. Therefore, meteorological parameters (i.e. the temperature and the calculated
maximum RHi ) are dominant in determining the pattern of forcing by anthropogenic
aerosols, so that it can be difficult to see a correlation between the forcing pattern and10

anthropogenic aerosol concentrations (see Fig. 6 below).
The NH, SH, and global mean values of the forcing for both the KL and LP parame-

terizations and all perturbations for the 3-mode model are listed in Table 4a. The total
forcing from all anthropogenic aerosols ranges from −0.67 to −0.52 Wm−2 in the KL
and LP parameterizations, respectively. As shown in Table 4a, about 70% of the total15

forcing is associated with surface soot. Aircraft soot results in a net negative forcing
ranging from −0.16 to −0.12 Wm−2, while anthropogenic sulfate forcing is near zero,
−0.01 to +0.04 Wm−2, respectively, in the two parameterizations.

For the mass-only model simulations with the KL parameterization, predicted ice
crystal number concentrations are increased above 150 hPa at most latitudes (ex-20

cept between 30–70◦ N) and are increased south of 60◦ S at all altitudes when an-
thropogenic sulfate aerosol is added in the PD-anthSO4 simulation (Fig. 2) rather than
having almost no change as in the 3-mode version of the model. In this version of the
model, the change in forcing due to homogeneous nucleation is larger than in the 3-
mode simulation because the difference between the present day minus pre-industrial25

sulfate number concentrations in the mass-only model simulations is larger than in the
3-mode model (Fig. 5). The addition of anthropogenic sulfate increases ice crystal
number concentrations while the addition of anthropogenic soot decreases Ni at the
highest altitudes, but increases Ni at 190 hPa and below at northern latitudes. The
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increase in crystal concentrations for the present-day emissions causes a positive net
change in forcing for sulfate aerosols. The changes in ice crystal number concentra-
tions associated with surface and aircraft soot have a similar pattern to those in the
3-mode model, though the magnitude of the Ni change differs, causing different esti-
mates of forcing.5

There are large differences between the total forcing with the LP and KL parame-
terizations with the mass-only version of the model, with the net forcing ranging from
−0.59 to +0.16 Wm−2. As shown in Table 4b, the main difference is associated with the
impact of surface and aircraft soot on the forcing. The LP parameterization has smaller
concentrations of ice crystals in the present day atmosphere, associated with its lower10

threshold for heterogeneous nucleation. When anthropogenic soot aerosols are added,
the concentrations of ice crystals do not decrease as much as they do with the KL pa-
rameterization, since heterogeneous nucleation plays a larger role in determining ice
concentrations in the pre-industrial atmosphere with the LP parameterization. The total
forcing associated with present day aerosols ranges from −0.67 to +0.16 Wm−2, when15

both parameterizations and the mass-only and 3-mode simulations are considered.
In addition to the above simulations, we also expanded the range of updraft velocities

from those considered in the base case (determined by the portion of the grid box
associated with clouds and a maximum updraft of 0.5 ms−1) to the range from 0 to
2 ms−1. In all cases the global average net forcing was reduced by about 30% in the20

KL parameterization for all aerosol forcing and for surface and aircraft soot forcing. The
net forcing for sulfate actually changes sign from a negative net forcing to a positive
forcing with the wider range of updraft velocities (see Table 4a). Most of the impact
is the result of increasing the maximum updraft velocity to 2 ms−1. The higher range
of updraft velocities allows homogeneous nucleation to dominate in more of the parcel25

simulations, so that the increases in Ni caused by the addition of sulfate nuclei are
larger than they are in the base case.

To examine the effect of differences between the simulated and observed refractory
particle concentrations, we also considered a case in which dust concentrations were
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significantly increased over those calculated in the baseline model (shown in Table 4a
for the LP parameterization). Net forcings are negative and slightly larger than those
in the baseline case because the positive forcing values in the mid to high latitudes of
the Northern Hemisphere decrease significantly. This is because the pre-industrial Ni
at lower altitudes (below 200 hPa) are significantly smaller in the base case while the5

present day Ni are similar in the two cases, causing the difference in Ni and the forcing
to decrease when dust concentrations are increased. Because the global mean forcing
is negative, the decrease in the positive forcing in this region causes the global mean
forcing to become more negative.

We also calculated the forcing in the mass-only model with the KL simulation using10

the IPCC 1992 aircraft inventory (Penner et al., 1999). The calculated forcing using the
older inventory is actually positive, rather than negative. Aircraft emissions in the older
inventory cause somewhat larger increases in ice crystal number concentrations north
of 30◦ N near 270 hPa than in the new inventory because of slightly larger emissions
(not shown).15

The results from our off-line calculations may be contrasted with those from Liu et
al. (2008) who calculated the forcing associated with the mass-only version of the
model together with the LP parameterization in the fully-coupled IMPACT/CAM3 model.
Their calculated ice crystal number concentrations are significantly smaller than those
found here and their calculated forcing between PD and PI simulations is positive (of20

order 0.5–0.7 Wm−2) rather than negative or only slightly positive (≈0.2 Wm−2 with the
LP parameterization and mass only model) as found here. The maximum values of
RHi produced by the current version of the coupled model do not simulate the highest
values recorded in the MOZAIC observations. This low bias causes heterogeneous
nucleation to dominate much more frequently than that calculated in our off-line simu-25

lations, which, together with an increase in cirrus cloud fraction (e.g. Haag and Kärcher,
2004), results in a positive net forcing in that model.
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5 Discussion and conclusion

Homogenous nucleation has been viewed as insensitive to aerosol concentration. Our
simulations, however, show that the global mean anthropogenic sulfate net forcing can
range up to 0.18 Wm−2 in the version of the model in which the sulfate mass concen-
tration, but not the number concentration, is predicted. The use of KL parameterization5

and LP parameterization produces similar forcing patterns for all simulations. However,
because of the delicate balance between negative and positive forcing, the difference
in the global mean forcing for these two parameterizations can be large, particularly in
the mass only simulations. The forcing by anthropogenic sulfate for the two parameter-
ization methods is within 30%, in the case of the mass only model, but is of opposite10

sign in the 3-mode model. On the other hand, the forcing by surface soot is within 50%
in the 3-mode model but is negative in the KL parameterization and positive in the LP
parameterization in the mass-only version of the aerosol model.

Soot particles will act as heterogeneous IN and increase the Ni when heterogeneous
nucleation dominates in the pre-industrial atmosphere. But they also decrease the15

RHi , inhibit homogeneous nucleation, and thereby decrease Ni when homogeneous
nucleation dominates (the “negative Twomey effect”). The relative importance of these
two effects is largely determined the relative occurrence of homogeneous nucleation
in the pre-industrial atmosphere. As a result, our simulations show a different pattern
for surface and aircraft soot forcing than for sulfate forcing, especially in the mass-only20

model (Fig. 6). The negative Twomey effect dominates for soot emissions causing large
negative forcing in the SH for all simulations.

Homogeneous nucleation in the pre-industrial atmosphere determines the change
in ice number concentration for the clouds that form between 100 and 250 mb and in
polar regions. Heterogeneous nucleation dominates in the clouds that form between25

250 and 500 mb in the pre-industrial atmosphere at northern midlatitudes. Therefore,
adding anthropogenic soot from surface sources decreases Ni in high cirrus clouds,
i.e., the negative Twomey effect dominates, while in low cirrus clouds, anthropogenic
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soot tends to increase Ni , i.e., the positive effect dominates. The patterns of both SW
and LW forcing are influenced by the relative importance of these two effects. In most
tropical regions, Ni decreases so that the SW forcing is positive and the LW forcing
is negative here, for both the 3-mode and the mass-only versions of the model. In
other regions, (i.e. in the NH midlatitudes below 200 hPa) heterogeneous nucleation is5

already dominant in the pre-industrial simulations so that an increase in Ni is calculated
when soot aerosols are added. In these regions the SW forcing is negative and the LW
forcing is positive. We also note that the negative Twomey effect in the LP parameteri-
zation is weaker than that in the KL parameterization because the LP parameterization
requires a lower threshold RHi for heterogeneous nucleation. Because the LW forcing10

is dominant for cirrus clouds, the net forcing pattern is similar to that of the LW forcing,
i.e., negative in tropical areas and in the SH, and positive north of about 30◦ N. The
global mean net forcing is −0.67 Wm−2 for the KL simulation and −0.52 Wm−2 for the
LP simulation for the 3-mode model. The magnitude of this forcing and its regional val-
ues (either positive or negative) are comparable to other anthropogenic forcings. The15

largest positive forcing values are in the NH mid-latitudes and polar regions, where the
anthropogenic soot concentrations are highest, but negative forcing dominates in the
tropics and SH mid-latitudes.

Aircraft emissions add more soot particles to the atmosphere in the NH upper tro-
posphere than do surface soot emissions. These particles are coated with sulfuric20

acid and the forcing by these aerosols can be as large as −0.16 Wm−2. Hendricks et
al. (2004) examined cases in which aircraft soot was assumed to coagulate with pre-
existing liquid aerosols and decrease as a result of cloud activity or remain externally
mixed. This resulted in a decrease of the externally mixed aircraft soot number concen-
trations by about a factor of two. Hendricks et al. (2005) used the maximum calculated25

aircraft soot from Hendricks et al. (2004) and assumed that ice number concentrations
were determined by the number of soot particles when soot and dust concentrations
were above 0.5 cm−3 while below that concentration ice formed through homogeneous
nucleation on sulfate particles. They did not account for the effect of variations in
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updraft velocity. If only homogeneous nucleation was allowed in the background atmo-
sphere, then aircraft soot caused a 10–40% decrease in ice number concentrations,
while if heterogeneous nucleation on surface soot and dust was allowed, then aircraft
soot increased ice number concentrations by 10–40%. Here, the coagulation of back-
ground sulfate with soot aerosols that takes place within the model is assumed to not5

change the ice formation capability of the soot aerosols, though it changes their re-
moval by clouds (Liu et al., 2005). We include the effect of vertical velocity variations
and we test two parameterizations of ice nucleation on soot, one with nucleation occur-
ring at about 130% RHi (Liu and Penner, 2005) and one with nucleation at about 140%
RHi (Karcher et al., 2006). Our global simulation shows that the effects of aircraft soot10

aerosol can vary significantly with altitude (Fig. 2) and this variation is determined by
the relative importance of different nucleation modes as well as by the number concen-
tration of aircraft generated soot.

In addition to the increases in Ni at mid- to high latitudes and lower altitudes in the
NH, the addition of soot from aircraft sources causes a significant (factor of 10) de-15

crease in Ni at high altitudes where homogeneous nucleation is important (see Fig. 2).
As shown in Fig. 6, this effect is associated with a narrow band of negative forcing near
north polar regions. Figure 6 shows that there are large positive forcings in the NH
mid- and high latitudes, where aircraft emissions significantly increase the Ni concen-
trations. Nevertheless, the global annual mean forcing is negative for aircraft soot for20

both the KL simulation and for the LP simulation in the 3-mode model. This forcing is
smaller than but comparable to the cirrus forcing due to the anthropogenic soot from
surface sources.

The net TOA forcing from each simulation is dominated by LW radiation changes
as well as by decreases in Ni in most regions and therefore has global annual mean25

values that are less than zero in most simulations. Therefore, the net climate effect of
anthropogenic aerosols from the “Twomey” effect on cirrus clouds is to cool the surface.
Nevertheless, the LP parameterization with the mass only model predicts a net positive
forcing (0.16 Wm−2) from all anthropogenic aerosols because increases in surface and
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aircraft soot aerosols have a positive forcing in this simulation. The calculated global
mean net forcing due to anthropogenic sulfate aerosols is −0.01 to 0.18 Wm−2. The
soot indirect forcing from surface sources and from aircraft sources ranges from 0.01
to −0.68 Wm−2 and from 0.02 to −0.16 Wm−2, respectively.

Since the change in cirrus clouds and their radiative properties due to anthropogenic5

emissions largely depends on which nucleation mode is dominant, the estimation of
the pre-industrial IN in the upper troposphere is very important. The transition from
homogeneous to heterogeneous nucleation occurs over a narrow range of IN concen-
trations (Gierens, 2003), so that the IN calculated in the PI emissions determines the
dominance of different nucleation modes, thereby affecting the effect of adding anthro-10

pogenic aerosols. Important uncertainties in the calculation of aerosol effects on cirrus
still remain. Dust particle concentrations in the upper troposphere in our model do not
dominate our predicted refractory particle (or IN) concentrations. Increases in the lat-
ter, however, even by a factor of 100 (to match observations) would only have a small
effect on the radiative forcing associated with anthropogenic aerosols.15

We have not calculated the effects of soot addition to cloud fraction. If cloud fraction
increases as a result of increases in IN, the negative forcing noted above could be
substantially mitigated.

In summary, the global pattern of TOA forcing due to anthropogenic aerosols is a
result of several factors, including the number and ice nucleation efficiency of the PI20

and present day aerosols, the updraft velocity, cloud microphysics (which depends on
the T and RHi ), cloud macrophysics (i.e. the cloud fraction and ice water path), and
the incident solar radiation. Each of these factors must be accounted for in order to
determine the magnitude and the pattern of forcing.
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Table 1. Global emissions of aerosols and aerosol precursors (Tg/yr or Tg S/yr).

Source type Present day Pre-industrial (1870) Reference

SO2

Fossil fuel and industry 61.3 1.51 Smith et al. (2001)
Smith et al. (2004)

Volcanoes 4.79 4.79 Andres and Kasgnoc (1998)

DMS 26.1 26.1 Kettle and Andreae (2000)

OM

Fossil fuel 15.67 5.09 Ito and Penner (2005)
Biomass burning 47.39 17.91 Ito and Penner (2005)
Photochemistry from terpenes 14.5 14.5 Penner et al. (2001)

BC

Fossil fuel 5.80 0.77 Ito and Penner (2005)
Biomass burning 4.71 1.75 Ito and Penner (2005)
Aircraft 2000: 2000 based on:

0.0034 Lee et al. (2005)
fuel use model with
emission factors from AERO2K
(Eyers et al., 2004)

1992: 1992 based on:
0.0056 Penner et al. (1999)

Dust

<1.25µm 368 368 Ginoux (2001)
>1.25µm 1988 1988 Ginoux (2001)

Sea salt

<1.25µm 543 543 Internally generated using:
Gong et al. (1997)

>1.25µm 2011 2011 Internally generated using:
Gong et al. (1997)
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Table 2. Size distribution parameters for aerosols.

Aerosol component Fraction ri , µm σi Reference Density (g/cm3)

Fossil fuel and biomass OM/BC 1.0 0.07 1.5 Pueschel et al. (1992) 1.5

Aircraft OM/BC 1.0 0.023 1.5 Petzold and Schröder (1998) 1.5

Sea-salt 0.965 0.035 1.92 Quinn and Coffman (1998) 2.2
0.035 0.41 1.70

Dust 0.152 0.01 2.3 De Reus et al. (2000) 2.6
0.727 0.045 1.6
0.121 0.275 2.5

Sulfate (for mass-only prediction) 1.0 0.02 2.3 Jensen et al. (1994) 1.7
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Table 3a. Comparison of measured aerosol number concentrations (at STP) (cm−3) in the
upper troposphere with the 3-mode version of the model.

Ultrafine Aitken Accumulation Refractory

Minikin SH (D>0.005 gµm) (D>0.014µm) (0.1<D<1µm) (D>0.010µm)

Modela 411 406 65 1 (6 with OM)
Obsb 350 (180–830) 240 (130–400) 17 (6–34) 37 (12–75)

Minikin NH (D>0.005 gµm) (D>0.014µm) (0.1<D<1µm) (D>0.010µm)

Modela 680 670 129 6 (13 with OM)
Obsb 1400 (450–15 000) 770 (290–9600) 40 (16–90) 105 (24–480)

Clarke and Kapustin (0.003<D<3 gµm) (0.012<D<3 gµm) (0.012<D<3 gµm)
(tropics) (2002)

Modelc 3722 1696 2 (20 with OM)
Obsd 10 000 (500–20 000) 1200 (400–4000) 150 (50–450)

a Model concentrations are averages between 11 and 13 km.
b Range represents 10 to 90 percentile.
c Model concentrations are averages between 10 and 12 km, 3–14 km and 3–14 km for

ultrafine, Aitken and refractory particles, respectively.
d Range is typical range or approximate standard deviation of measured concentrations at

different times and locations. Ultrafine estimated from Fig. 4, Aitken and refractory from
Fig. 6 in Clarke and Kapustin (2002).
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Table 3b. Comparison of measured aerosol number concentrations (at STP) (cm−3) in the
upper troposphere with mass-only version of the model.

Ultrafine Aitken Accumulation Refractory

Minikin SH (D>0.05gµm) (D>0.014µm) (0.1 <D<1µm) (D>0.010 µm)

Model 265 241 46 1 (14 with OM)
Obsa 350 (180–830) 240 (130–400) 17 (6–34) 37 (12–75)

Minikin NH (D>0.05gµm) (D>0.014µm) (0.1 <D<1µm) (D>0.010µm)

Model 658 599 107 7 (29 with OM)
Obsa 1400 (450–15 000) 770 (290–9600) 40 (16–90) 105 (24–480)

Clarke and Kapustin (0.003<D<3gµm) (0.012<D<3gµm) (0.012<D<3gµm)

Modelb 144 253 4 (31 with OM)
Obsc 10 000 (500–20 000) 1200 (400–4000) 150 (50–450)

a Range represents 10 to 90 percentile.
b Model concentrations are averages between 10 and 12 km, 3–14 km and 3–14 km for

ultrafine, Aitken and refractory particles, respectively.
c Range is typical range or approximate standard deviation of measured concentrations at

different times and locations. Ultrafine estimated from Fig. 4, Aitken and refractory from
Fig. 6 in Clarke and Kapustin (2002).
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Table 4b. Predicted LW, SW, and net forcing (Wm−2) in the 3-mode model. Numbers in paren-
theses for the KL version are from the version of the model that considered updraft velocities
ranging from 0 to 2 ms−1. Numbers in parentheses for the LP version are from the model with
increases in dust concentrations by a factor of about 2000.

Forcing; mass and
number of sulfate
aerosol predicted; KL para LP para
Large-scale clouds Globe NH SH Globe NH SH

All aerosols LW −1.581 −1.249 −1.901 −1.152 −0.762 −1.528
SW 0.907 0.855 0.957 0.627 0.538 0.713
Net −0.674 (−0.465) −0.394 (−0.276) −0.945 (−0.647) −0.525 (−0.624) −0.224 (−0.428) −0.815 (−0.814)

Sulfate LW −0.015 −0.014 −0.016 0.083 0.112 0.054
SW 0.009 0.012 0.006 −0.045 −0.06 −0.03
Net −0.006 (0.013) −0.002 (0.033) −0.01 (−0.006) 0.038 (0.036) 0.052 (0.05) 0.024 (0.024)

Surface soot LW −0.773 −0.446 −1.09 −0.388 −0.185 −0.584
SW 0.37 0.263 0.475 0.128 0.064 0.191
Net −0.403 (−0.279) −0.183 (−0.096) −0.615 (−0.456) −0.259 (−0.326) −0.121 (−0.224) −0.393 (−0.424)

Aircraft soot LW −0.425 −0.343 −0.505 −0.298 −0.171 −0.422
SW 0.264 0.244 0.284 0.175 0.127 0.221
Net −0.161 (−0.105) −0.099 (−0.068) −0.221 (−0.141) −0.124 (−0.144) −0.043 (−0.085) −0.201 (−0.202)
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Table 4b. Predicted LW, SW, and net forcing (Wm−2) in the mass-only model. Numbers in
parentheses used the IPCC (1999) aircraft inventory.

Forcing; only
aerosol mass predicted; KL para LP para
Large-scale clouds Globe NH SH Globe NH SH

All aerosols LW −1.047 −0.143 −1.92 0.656 1.481 −0.141
SW 0.456 0.051 0.847 −0.491 −0.884 −0.111
Net −0.591 (−0.498) −0.092 (0.046) −1.073 (−1.023) 0.165 0.597 −0.252

Sulfate LW 0.319 0.317 0.321 0.22 0.236 0.204
SW −0.153 −0.168 −0.137 −0.091 −0.108 −0.075
Net 0.166 ( 0.18) 0.148 (0.174.) 0.183 (0.187) 0.129 0.129 0.129

Surface soot LW −1.083 −0.569 −1.579 0.395 0.767 0.036
SW 0.404 0.215 0.586 −0.382 −0.555 −0.215
Net −0.642 (−0.679) −0.245 (−0.354) −1.025 (−0.992) 0.013 0.212 −0.179

Aircraft soot LW −0.158 −0.063 −0.25 0.066 0.182 −0.047
SW 0.081 0.035 0.125 −0.041 −0.099 0.015
Net −0.078 (0.011) −0.028 (0. 102) −0.126 (−0.076) 0.025 0.083 −0.031
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Fig. 1. Present day in-cloud ice crystal number concentrations (cm−3) from the 3-mode model.
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Fig. 2. Latitudinal average in-cloud ice number concentrations (cm−3) in the 3-mode model at
3 different heights for the KL (left panel) and LP (middle panel) parameterizations. Results for
the KL parameterization in the mass-only model are shown in the right panel.
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Fig. 3. Probability distribution of ice number concentrations in the Northern Hemisphere (top)
and Southern Hemisphere (bottom) in model simulations with the KL parameterization.
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Fig. 4. Top of atmosphere present day minus pre-industrial incoming shortwave (SW), long-
wave (LW), and net radiative forcing for the 3-mode model using the KL (left) and LP (right)
parameterizations.
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Fig. 5. Aerosol number concentrations (cm−3) in the 3-mode model (left) and in the mass-only
model (right). Present day minus pre-industrial number concentrations are shown for sulfate
aerosols in the Aitken and accumulation modes for the 3-mode model.
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Fig. 6. Net forcing (SW+LW) (Wm−2) from individual aerosol components for the KL parame-
terization in the 3-mode and mass-only model.
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